All-In-One Baby Cardigan

Sample knitted on Standard Bed
Stitch Size / Tension to match your yarn
E-Wrap cast on over 120 needles.
Knit to row count 60
Bind off 30 stitches.
E-Wrap cast on those same 30 stitches.
Pull these needles to E Position (this makes knitting these stitches easier)
Knit one row.
Bind off 30 stitches (now on the other side of your work).
E-Wrap cast on over these same 30 stitches.
Pull these needles to E Position - again to help them knit off.
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Pull end 30 needles to E Position for a few rows (this jut helps them knit off properly)
Knit 40 rows.
Bind off 30 CENTER stitches. Be sure and pull these stitches off the gate posts.
Put one half in hold. Engage your Hold Buttons.
E-Wrap cast on 0-15 stitches in center of piece you are going to knit on.
Since the other stitches are on hold you can't pull these 15 to hold so pull them out far
enough to knit for a few rows.
Knit 40 more rows.
Bind off (front bottom of sweater)
Go back to the stitches in hold and E-Wrap cast on 0-15 stitches at the center.
Disengage your Hold Buttons.
Pull these 15 stitches to E Position for a few rows.
Knit 40 rows.
Bind off (other front bottom of sweater)The size of the sweater will depending on the
Machine and Yarn you use. Enjoy!

Formula for making the All In One Baby Cardigan with any machine or yarn:
Basically the pattern will work out to cover a 19 inch square. You can make this larger if
you choose but generally this would fit a baby up to three months….
Make a swatch – determine # of sts & rows per inch.
You begin by knitting the fronts and back of the main body of the cardigan
Take your number of sts and multiply by 19 inches and cast on that number
The length between the cast on and underarm will be approximately 7 inches or desired
length
Multiply the number of rows per inch by 9 inches and knit that number
Cast off one quarter of your cast on stitches on one side and cast on again
Knit across
Cast off one quarter of your cast on stitches and cast on again.
Knit across
You are now working on the sleeve section:
For first half, knit 5 inches by multiplying 5 times your rows per inch
Bind off approximately one quarter of the centre stitches (equal # of stitches on each
side of 0) this creates the neck back
Put all the sts on one side of neck opening to hold
Working on the remaining stitches, knit across, e-warp ½ the # of sts bound off for neck
Knit 5 inches
Bind off
Starting on the outer edge again, knit across and e-wrap ½ of # of sts bound off for
neck
Knit 5 inches
Bind off.
At this point you can do ribbing at the bottom of the sleeves (while flat) and also the
neck and if you chose to do so your button bands.
Sew top of cardigan fronts to matching portion of sleeve section
Sew underarm seam.
Voila – you have a cute little sweater.

